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Christ's time to the 10th A.D. and think of all the changes and

errors that can come in and there God blessed us in causing that

in the last few years the Dead Sea SXrolls be discovered, and
portions

there the complete scroll of the book of Isaiah and many IXXilI(
of just about every
1I!flTLL..L_t every other OT book - many of them very small but

some of them fairly large -but comparing these which are recog

nized now as having been wtitten about the time of Christ or

before, comparing them we find that though soz every single

MS in the Dead Sea Scrolls has come little crazy mistake, every

one of any length as is sound to be in anybody who copies any

thing of any length, yet that there is no important change be

tween the Dead Sea Scrolls and the copies we have from the 10th

century A.D. The care that those Jewish scribes took in copying

that 01 is absolutely phenomonal. That does not mean we have

the Hebrew text exactly as it came from the hands of the original

writers. It does not mean that. God has permitted a certain

number of errors to come in. There are a few very obvious errors

that have come in. (That clock is moving awfully fast. There is

ground I would like to cover now.) I had two I wanted to mention

and read with you. Let me just without calling attention to the

place, just briefly mention very quickly that there is a place

in l LChron. 6 where it says that a son of Samuel, the first

born Vashni and Abia, and then you read on seven or eight verses

later and you find a mention of Samuel's son Joel who was not

mentioned in this list first. Then you look at 1 Sam. 13:1 and

you find that the sons of Samuel were J1 and Abia. This word

Vashni, which is in the KJV there, actually could be taken as

waw vashini = "and the second", and it is perfectly obvious and
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